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Concept

Are resources being used efficiently? This is a question that affects every busi-

ness. Many have already had a market presence for years and are ha-

ving to deal with ever stronger pressure from competitors. This 

means that more competitors are offering the same servi-

ces at cheaper prices, although at the same time costs are 

rising or at best remaining static.

The result is that no matter how well you carry out your 

work, your income keeps falling even further. If you want 

to survive, you cannot achieve your aims by price dum-

ping. The secret is to avoid stagnancy – whether that in-

volves making full use of the vending machines available 

to the business or of the workforce.

With                      you can counteract the competition 

situ ation and optimise your day-to-day business processes. 

At the same time, you will also receive a control tool for 

your financial affairs, which will immediately highlight ir-

regularities and errors.
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Fitting a vending machine (VM) with components

The menu heading „Vending Machines“ provides a summary of the components incorporated into the purchasing 

programme (basic vending machine, coin switch, banknote checker, quick module, etc.) to create a vending machine 

which is ready for use. The process in                        is the same as the work in the workshops.

Every change or addition made to the components is saved in the database for the lifespan of the vending machine 

and you can have an overview of the history of individual components at any time.
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Management of vending machines installed 

on customer premises

To provide a continuous history, a virtual vending machine (VVM) is created 

at the site in question whenever a vending machine is allocated to a customer. 

The barcode ID that is generated is used to identify the vending machine.

Various locations for a given customer can be combined to create a cluster, thus 

allowing both collective and individual accounting for the locations.
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Continuous recording of daily business

start of work - end of work • total of driving times • total time of machine contacts • number and type of refilled pro-

ducts • collected money separated by machines • automatic deduction of breaks • repairs or replacements of compo-

nents
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Caption

 Start of work = log in by scanning the 
 stock-barcode 

 Driving time to next customer

 Log in at the vending machine = scanning of
 vending machine scanID-barcode

 Transfer data by IrDA or RS232 from
 vending machine or coin control unit

 Refill of products

 Scanning of moneybag-barcode, emptying of cashbox

 Log out of vending machine = scanning of
 vending machine scanID-barcode

 Lunchbreak Start/End = scanning timerecord-barcodes

 End of work = logout by scanning of 
 stock-barcode
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Data import

When using an electronic reading device, the data 

provided by the vending machines is prepared  

for                     and analysed immediately after  

import. This has the advantage that the source of 

any error can be identified immediately if there are 

any irregularities, avoiding the time-consuming 

hunt for possible causes.

There is no longer any need for laborious and cost-

ly management via PC table calculations or even 

handwritten lists. This saves time and thus reduces 

operating costs.
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Payment

Payments reflect the path of the money or cashless pay-

ments in the software. The functional and quick recording 

of money and the calculation of any discrepancies makes 

work in this sensitive area much easier.

Cashing up reflects the sums paid each day and can be 

used for comparison with the meter. Cashing up figures 

are summarised at the end of the month on a date spe-

cified by the user. Reports provide analyses which can be 

used by your bookkeepers.
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Products

The products used are entered only once and can then be managed as 

basic and retail products. They are allocated to the individual vending ma-

chines and stored with the appropriate prices for the customer locations. 

This is valuable when comparing goods delivered with goods sold. An 

alternative is provided by a comparison of the value of the goods with the 

portions sold on the basis of averaging.
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Reports

The countless data collected in the database are also available for beneficial analysis on 

paper. It is always amazing how much the daily workload can be improved.

300 standard report templates are provided with the software.
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Tools

To make using this software as simple and efficient as pos-

sible, a number of different tools are used. A few of these 

are explained here:

Pick lists: a catalogue of concepts that are available at 

the necessary location as auto-fill functions

User permissions: these guarantee that data is accessib-

le only to those who have been explicitly granted permis-

sion to view that data

Formula editor: helps when creating complex formulas 

for discount and provision calculation

A menu point that contributes to customer satisfaction and reduces your work-

load.
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